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RESUMEN

La colaboración PuMA (Pulsar monitoring in Argentina) entre el Instituto Argentino de Radioastronomı́a
(IAR) y el Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) ha estado observando púlsares en el hemisferio sur desde
el año 2017 con una cadencia aproximadamente diaria utilizando las dos antenas recientemente restauradas del
IAR en la banda-L (1400MHz). Aqúı presentamos una breve reseña de los primeros resultados del programa
PuMA para observar fenómenos transitorios, como los magnetares y los púlsares con anomaĺıas en sus peŕıodos,
aśı como medidas muy precisas del tiempo de llegada de los pulsos provenientes de púlsares con peŕıodos de
milisegundos. El accesso a observaciones en más baja radiofrecuencias, donde la majoŕıa de los púlsares tienen
un espectro de radiación más brillante, nos permitiŕıa observar con suficiente precisión nuevos púlsares, que
actualmente presentan demasiado ruido de fondo en la banda-L. Aśı, identificamos una docena de púlsares
de interés, que presentan anomaĺıas en sus peŕıodos, y que podŕıan ser observado por el nuevo instrumento
proyectado por el IAR, el Multipurpose Interferometer Array (MIA), en la banda de los 400MHz. También
discutimos aqúı la importancia de las observaciones y el estudio de pulsos individuales (y sus dificultades)
para mejorar la precisión de la medida de los tiempos de arrivo de los pulsos de púlsares de milisegundos y
la aplicación de técnicas de aprendizaje automático de inteligencia artificial para la búsqueda de FRBs (Fast
Radio Burst – ráfagas rápidas de radio) en la gran cantidad de datos colectados por el IAR desde el año 2017.

ABSTRACT

The Pulsar Monitoring in Argentina (PuMA) is a collaboration between the Argentine Institute for Radioas-
tronomy (IAR) and the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) that since 2017 has been observing southern
sky pulsars with high cadence using the two restored IAR antennas in the L-Band (1400MHz). We briefly
review the first set of results of this program to study transient phenomena, such as magnetars and glitching
pulsars, as well as to perform precise timing of millisecond pulsars. Access to lower frequency bands, where
most of the pulsars are brighter, would allow us to reach additional pulsars, currently buried into the back-
ground noise. We identify two dozen additional glitching pulsars that could be observable in the 400MHz band
by the IAR’s projected Multipurpose Interferometer Array (MIA). We also discuss the relevance and challenges
of single-pulse pulsar timing at low frequencies and the search for Fast Radio Burst (FRB) in the collected
data since 2017 using machine learning techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Argentine Institute of Radio astronomy
(IAR) was founded in 1962 as a pioneer radio
observatory in South America with two 30-meter
parabolic single-dish radio antennas (Fig. 1). An-
tenna 1 (A1) saw its first light in 1966 whereas An-
tenna 2 (A2) was built later in 1977. The IAR’s
initial purpose was to perform a high sensitivity sur-
vey of neutral hydrogen (λ = 21 cm) in the southern
hemisphere; this survey ended satisfactorily in the
year 2000 with high-impact publications in collabo-

putación, UNC. Av. Medina Allende s/n, Ciudad Univer-
sitaria, CP:X5000HUA - C’ordoba, Argentina.
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ration with German and Dutch institutions (Testori
et al. 2001; Bajaja et al. 2005; Kalberla et al. 2005).
(See G. Romero’s contribution to this volume for
more historical details).

Although the IAR has been a center of intense
scientific and technological activity since its founda-
tion, the radio antennas had not been employed in
any scientific project since 2001. The PuMA9 (Pul-
sar Monitoring in Argentina) is a new collaboration
of scientists and technicians from the IAR and the
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) dedicated
to the formation of human resources for observations,
data analysis, and pulsar astrophysics studies. This
project represents the first systematic pulsar timing
observations in South America and the beginning of
pulsar science in Argentina. (See P. Benaglia’s con-
tribution to this volume for other independent re-
search projects being carried out at IAR).

Since 2017 the IAR antennas have been upgraded
to conduct high-quality radio astronomy (Gancio
et al. 2020) to enable science projects for the first
time in over fifteen years. These projects include: i)
Pulsar timing and gravitational waves, ii) Targeted
pulsar studies for continuous gravitational waves de-
tection from laser interferometry, iii) Magnetars, iv)
Glitches and young pulsars, v) Fast-radio-burst ob-
servations, vi) Interstellar medium scintillation, vii)
Tests of gravity with pulsar timing.

Fig. 1. View of IAR antennas, A2 (left) and A1 (right).

2. MAIN RESULTS

2.1. J0437−4715 first timing campaign

We presented the first-year of high-cadence, long-
duration observations of the bright millisecond pul-
sar J0437−4715 obtained in the IAR in (Sosa Fiscella
et al. 2021). Using the two single-dish 30 m radio
antennas, we gathered more than 700 hr of good-
quality data with timing precision better than 1 µs.

9http://puma.iar.unlp.edu.ar

We characterized the white and red timing noise in
IAR’s observations, we quantified the effects of scin-
tillation, and we performed single-pulsar searches of
continuous gravitational waves, setting constraints
in the nHz–µHz frequency range. We thus demon-
strated IAR’s potential for performing pulsar mon-
itoring in the 1.4 GHz radio band for long periods
of time with a nearly daily cadence. In particular,
we concluded that the ongoing observational cam-
paign of J0437−4715 can contribute to increase the
sensitivity of the existing pulsar-timing arrays.

The characterization of the observations used in
this work are sumarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1

J0437−4715 OBSERVATIONS

A1 A2

Number of observations 170 197

MJD start–MJD finish 58596.7 – 58999.6

Total observation time [h] 391 393

Central frequency [MHz] 1400-1428 1428

Bandwidth (BW ) [MHz] 112 56

Polarization modes 1 2

Frequency channels (nchan) 64/128 64

Time resolution [µs] 73.14 73.14

Phase bins (nbin) 512/1024 512/1024

Fig. 2 shows the timing residuals of the observa-
tions taken with each antenna.
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Fig. 2. Timing residuals for the complete data set for A1
and A2.

A single supermassive binary black-hole system
produces “continuous” gravitational wavess because
the system does not evolve notably over the few years
of a pulsar-timing data set. We used the Python

http://puma.iar.unlp.edu.ar
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package Hasasia (Hazboun et al. 2019) to calculate
the single-pulsar sensitivity curve of our data set
of J0437−4715 for detecting a deterministic gravi-
tational waves source averaged over its initial phase,
inclination, and sky location. The resulting sensi-
tivity curve is shown in Fig. 3. It is readily seen
that there is a loss of sensitivity at a frequency of
(1 yr)−1, caused by fitting the pulsar’s position, and
at a frequency of (PB)−1 ∼ 2 µHz (with PB the
orbital period), caused by fitting the orbital param-
eters of the binary system. The additional spikes
seen at frequencies higher than (PB)−1 correspond
to harmonics of the binary orbital frequency.

For comparison, we used the code ENTERPRISE

(Ellis et al. 2019) to perform a fixed-frequency
Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure at four dif-
ferent frequencies. We obtained a posterior distribu-
tion for log10 hgw at each of these frequencies with
a mean value in great agreement with the curve ob-
tained with Hasasia, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity curve for J0437−4715 using 1.1 yr
observations at IAR, including pulsar noise characteris-
tics, for a single deterministic gravitational wave source
averaged over its initial phase, inclination, and sky loca-
tion (A1+A2; blue curve). The vertical green line cor-
responds to a frequency of 1/Tobs, the dotted red line
to 1/Tyr and the dotted purple line to 1/PB (orbital pe-
riod). The black crosses correspond to the mean values
of the log10 hgw distributions obtained using ENTERPRISE.

These first results on gravitational waves sensitiv-
ity are encouraging, though we still need to achieve
a sensitivity of at least a factor 10 higher in order to
observe even the most favourable supermassive black
hole binary merger events. For instance, the six bil-
lion solar mass source of 3C 186 at z ≈ 1 produced
a gravitational wave amplitude of h ∼ 10−14 at the
time of arrival to our Galaxy, roughly a million years
ago (Lousto et al. 2017). The goal of the PuMA

collaboration is to continue analyzing the additional
years since 2020 of J0437−4715 observations using
the traditional timing techniques as well as the single
pulse studies, as performed for Vela pulsar (Lousto
et al. 2022).

2.2. Single pulses analysis with machine learning
techniques: Vela pulsar

In (Lousto et al. 2022) we studied individual
pulses of Vela (PSR B0833-45 / J0835-4510) from
daily observations of over three hours (around
120,000 pulses per observation), performed simulta-
neously with the two radio telescopes at the IAR.
We selected 4 days of observations in January-March
2021 and study their statistical properties with ma-
chine learning techniques. We first used density
based DBSCAN clustering techniques, associating
pulses mainly by amplitudes, and find a correlation
between higher amplitudes and earlier arrival times.
We also found a weaker correlation with the mean
width of the pulses. We identified clusters of the
so-called mini-giant pulses, with ∼ 10 times the av-
erage pulse amplitude. We then performed an in-
dependent study, with Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
clustering techniques. We use Variational AutoEn-
coder (VAE) reconstruction of the pulses to sepa-
rate them clearly from the noise and select one of
the days of observation to train VAE and applied it
to the rest of the observations. We used SOM to
determine 4 clusters of pulses per day per radio tele-
scope and concluded that our main results are robust
and self-consistent. These results support models for
emitting regions at different heights (separated each
by roughly a hundred km each) in the pulsar mag-
netosphere. We also modeled the pulses amplitude
distribution with interstellar scintillation patterns at
the inter-pulses time-scale finding a characterizing
exponent nISS ∼ 7− 10.

We analyzed observations on January, 21th, 24th
and 28th, and on March 29th, 2021, performed con-
currently with both radio telescopes for over three
hours. The number of single-pulses in each observa-
tion is given in Table 2.

2.2.1. Scintillation

Scintillation due to the interstellar media can
change the intensity of the pulses. Fig. 4 shows a
histogram of the projected pulse S/N for A1 and
A2. The line shows the estimated probability density
function (PDF) from scintillation (Cordes & Cher-
noff 1997),

fS(S|nISS) =
(S nISS/S0)

nISS

S Γ(nISS)
exp

(−S nISS

S0

)
Θ(S),

(1)
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TABLE 2

DATE, NUMBER OF SINGLE PULSES, MJD
AND INSTANTANEOUS PERIOD AT THE

BEGINNING OF EACH OBSERVATION

Day 2021 initial MJD #pulses Pinst [ms]

Jan. 21 59235.128553 121495 89.407366

Jan. 24 59239.117013 119448 89.407676

Jan. 28 59242.088680 128999 89.407915

Mar. 29 59302.943356 128999 89.413017

where nISS is the number of scintles, S0 is the mean
value of the signal S (i.e., S0 = 〈S/N〉), and Θ is the
Heaviside step function. Since S ∝ Tpeak (Lorimer
& Kramer 2012), it follows that Tpeak also obeys the
PDF in Eq. (1). Here we will explore the possibility
of modeling the individual pulses amplitude distri-
bution entirely in terms of a pure interstellar scintil-
lation effect. We therefore calculate nISS by fitting
the observed single pulse peak amplitudes for each
Radio telescope. We also normalize the number of
observations in each bin by the total number of single
pulses in each observation.

As a result, for Vela, we find nISS ∼ 6.6 − 7.4
with A1 and nISS ∼ 9 − 10 for A2. We also note
the large value of the nISS found in comparison to
the typical nISS < 2 found for longer time scales
and different radio-frequencies. (Cordes 2000) found
two scintillation scales observing Vela at 2.5 GHz
of 15s and 26s. Rescaling those scales to our ob-
serving frequency, 1400 MHz, we find time scales of
∆td,1 = 7.48 s and ∆td,2 = 12.97 s. Likewise we
rescale the scintillation bandwidths to 1400 MHz,
and find ∆νd,1 = 3.84 MHz and ∆νd,2 = 6.49 MHz,
respectively. We can now compare our values of nISS

with theoretical estimations via the formula (Cordes
& Chernoff 1997)

nISS ≈
(

1 + ηt
T

∆td

)(
1 + ην

BW

∆νd

)
(2)

where ηt and ην are filling factors ∼ 0.25. The esti-
mated nISS for T = 0.089 s A1 (BW = 112 MHz)
and for A2 (BW = 56 MHz) are nISS,1 = 8.3
and nISS,1 = 4.7 for A1 and A2 respectively, and
nISS,2 = 5.3 for A1 and nISS,2 = 3.2 for A2.

We then conclude that nISS over a shorter (0.089
seconds) timescale is expected to be smaller than
measured for A2 and polarization dependent (values
roughly match the one-polarization measures of A1).
We also find a relatively good agreement between the
observational data and the theoretical PDF, showing
that Eq. (1) holds valid even at such short timescales.
Nonetheless, we also note an excess in the number

Fig. 4. Histograms of projected pulse amplitude for
J0835−4510 for A1 (left column) and A2 (right column)
for the January 2021 observations. The curve shows the
estimated scintillation distribution from fitting nISS in
Eq. (1).

of high-amplitude single pulses that cannot be ex-
plained solely on the basis of scintillation. Those
represent several thousands of pulses, and leave room
for its interpretation in terms of pulsar intrinsic mini-
giant pulses.

2.2.2. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) techniques and
results

In deep learning literature, there are various un-
supervised approaches to learn or capture the rep-
resentations of the data. The most common ones
include the autoencoder and its variants, a class
of deep learning algorithms that take in the input
and try to reconstruct the same input by passing it
through the low-dimensional bottleneck subjected to
different regularizations (e.g., sparsity). In our case,
we consider a variational autoencoder (VAE) which
is a probabilistic model with stochastic latent space
(Kingma & Welling 2014).

After training the VAE, we consider the Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) for unsupervised clustering.
SOM is a type of neural network that produces a
low-dimensional map (2D), a discretized representa-
tion of the input samples. We present the schematic
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Fig. 5. Schematics of the VAE reconstruction of all N individual pulses signals and of SOM clustering.

diagram of VAE and usage of SOM for clustering in
Fig. 5.

In Fig. 6 we display, as a sample, the average
value of the pulses in each SOM cluster for each Ra-
dio telescope observation on 2021-01-21. Those have
been obtained by first applying a reconstruction of
the raw pulses with the VAE technique, for which
we have used the reconstruction of our best day of
observation (2021-01-28) as a training case to apply
to the rest of the days of observation. This train-
ing has been applied for each antenna individually.
SOM allows us to specify then the number of clusters
we seek to subdivide the whole set. We have studied
several possible cases, 4, 6, 10, 25, 100 clusters, find-
ing that the simplest four cluster analysis presents
the most robust results.

We use the SOM clustering to determine four rel-
evant sets of pulses characteristics that seem to lin-
early array along the emission regions of the mag-
netosphere (See Fig. 7) separated by roughly 100km
each.

2.2.3. Geometrical modeling of the cluster
components

As presented Sec. 2.2.1, the excess of high ampli-
tude pulses cannot be explained solely due to effects
of scintillation. In Sec. 2.2.2 we also find that each
cluster has a different average peak location, with
brighter pulses arriving earlier. Therefore, following
the classic work of (Krishnamohan & Downs 1983),
we may attribute these variations in pulse amplitude
and location to different altitudes in the neutron star
magnetosphere where the pulses of each cluster are
emitted. To this end, we measure the displacement
of each cluster peak location relative to the average
pulse location, and then relate those pulse displace-
ments to differences in the emission altitude by

h− h̄ =
x− x̄
nbins

cP, (3)

where x and h are the cluster peak location and alti-
tude in the magnetosphere, x̄ and h̄ are the average
peak location and the average altitude (correspond-
ing to cluster 0), nbins is the number of time bins in
each pulse (in our case, 1220), and P is the pulsar ro-
tational period. Fig.7 displays the results of applying
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the SOM clustering average sig-
nals for the observations 2021-01-21. Radio telescope A1
on top and Radio telescope A2 on bottom with respective
VAE training performed on the January 28 observation.

this model to each of the four days of observation for
each antenna. The right hand side ordinate gives the
components distances to the average pulse reference
height in the pulsar magnetosphere. We note the
consistency between the components for each of the
four days and for each individual antenna’s obser-
vations. The four components appear to be almost
equidistant (this maybe an effect of the SOM clus-
tering method) and roughly of the order of ∼ 100
kilometers.

2.3. Glitching pulsars monitoring program

The PuMA collaboration has been monitoring
with high cadence a set of pulsars from the south-
ern hemisphere that had shown glitches before (Gan-
cio et al. 2020). The Vela Pulsar (PSR B0833−45
/ PSR J0835−4510) is one of the most active pul-
sars in terms of glitching, counting 21 in the last
50+ years. Our early monitoring allowed us to
detect a large glitch on 2019 February 1st (Lopez

Fig. 7. Peak location and magnetosphere altitude, with
the corresponding error bars, for each of the pulse clus-
ters presented in Sec. 2.2.2.

Armengol et al. 2019), measured with observations
three days before and three days after the event.
In addition to Vela, we are currently systemati-
cally monitoring the pulsars mentioned in (Gancio
et al. 2020), J0742−2822, J1048−5832, J1644−4559,
J1721−3532, J1731−4744, J1740−3015, and plan to
extend this list to other accessible (bright) glitching
pulsars.

In (Zubieta et al. 2023) we reported on the new
results of a systematic monitoring of southern glitch-
ing pulsars at the Argentine Institute of Radioas-
tronomy that started in the year 2019. We detected
a major glitch in the Vela pulsar (PSR J0835−4510)
and two small-glitches in PSR J1048−5832. For each
glitch, we presented the measurement of glitch pa-
rameters by fitting timing residuals. We then made
an individual pulses study of Vela in observations
before and after the glitch. We selected 6 days of ob-
servations around the major glitch on 2021 July 22
and study their statistical properties with machine
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learning techniques. We used Variational AutoEn-
coder (VAE) reconstruction of the pulses to separate
them clearly from the noise. We performed a study
with Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) clustering tech-
niques to search for unusual behavior of the clusters
during the days around the glitch not finding notable
qualitative changes. We have also detected and con-
firmed recent glitches in PSR J0742−2822 and PSR
J1740−3015.

When a glitch occurs, the pulsar suffers a sudden
jump in its rotation frequency. This spin up can
be introduced in the timing model as a change in
the phase of the pulsar modeled as (Mcculloch et al.
1987)

φg(t) = ∆φ+ ∆νp(t− tg) +
1

2
∆ν̇p(t− tg)2 +

1

6
∆ν̈(t− tg)3 +

[
1− exp

(
− t− tg

τd

)]
∆νd τd, (4)

where ∆φ is the offset in pulsar phase, tg is the glitch
epoch, and ∆νp, ∆ν̇p and ∆ν̈ are the respective per-
manents jumps in ν, ν̇ and ν̈ relative to the pre-glitch
solution. Finally, ∆νd is the transient increment in
the frequency that decays on a timescale τd. From
these parameters one can calculate the degree of re-
covery, Q, which relates the transient and permanent
jumps in frequency as Q = ∆νd/∆νg. At last, two
commonly used parameters in the literature are the
instantaneous changes in the pulse frequency and its
first derivative (at the glitch epoch), which can be
described as

∆νg = ∆νp + ∆νd (5)

∆ν̇g = ∆ν̇p − ∆νd
τd

. (6)

Here we briefly review the detailed analysis (Zu-
bieta et al. 2023) of the latest (#22 recorded) 2021
large Vela glitch, with (∆νg/ν)2021 = 1.2 × 10−6,
providing an accurate description of the glitch char-
acteristic epoch, jumps, and exponential recovery of
6.4 and 1 days times scales, (See Table 3 and Fig. 8).

2.3.1. Machine Learning analysis of the Vela Glitch
Day: 2021, July 22 observations with A2

The observations on 2021 July 22 (the day of
the glitch) with A2 are divided in three data parts.
The first of those observations, starting at MJD
59417.65584, is about 52 minutes after the estimated
occurrence of the glitch at MJD 59417.6194(2). The
total observation time on July 22 is 2.65 h (divided
into three observations) with a total SNR of 689.
Since those three individual sub-observations con-
tain enough pulses each to make a SOM analysis, we

TABLE 3

TIMING MODEL FOR THE 2021 JULY 22ND
VELA GLITCH

Parameter Value

PEPOCH (MJD) 59417.6193

F0(s−1) 11.18420841(1)

F1(s−2) −1.55645(4)× 10−11

F2(s−3) 6.48(1)× 10−22

DM(cm−3pc) 67.93(1)

tg (MJD) 59417.6194(2)

∆νp (s−1) 1.381518(1) ×10−5

∆ν̇p (s−2) −8.59(4)× 10−14

∆ν̈ (s−3) 1.16(3)× 10−21

∆νd1 (s−1) 3.15(12)× 10−8

τd1 (days) 6.400(2)

∆νd2 (s−1) 9.9(6)× 10−8

τd2 (days) 0.994(8)

∆φ ∼ 0

∆νg/ν 1.2469(5)× 10−6

∆ν̇g/ν̇ 0.084(5)

Q1 0.00226(9)

Q2 0.0071(4)

proceed to consider them individually and indepen-
dently. In search for more subtle details, we choose
a six clusters study.

The results of those 6 SOM clustering studies are
displayed in Fig. 9. We first observe that the right
wing side of each mean cluster pulse seem all to su-
perpose and that the sequence of those mean pulse
clusters, with increasing amplitude, seem to appear
earlier and earlier on average. The pulse width also
shows a (weak) dependence on the cluster, being nar-
rower for higher amplitude mean pulses. All these
features, for the three observations covering from
roughly 1–3.5 h after this large glitch seem to be
similar to those well in between glitches, as we have
observed in our previous analysis of the Vela pulses
from January and March 2021 (Lousto et al. 2022).

2.3.2. Other glitching pulsars

The accuracy of our observations and procedures
allowed us to determine two mini-glitches (the small-
est recorded so far) in PSR 1048−5832, (#8 and
#9 recorded), with (∆νg/ν)2020 = 8.9 × 10−9 and
(∆νg/ν)2021 = 9.9× 10−9, respectively.

On 2022 September 21, MJD=59839.4(5), a new
glitch #9 in PSR J0742−2822 was reported by (Shaw
et al. 2022). We have been able to confirm this glitch
with our data (Zubieta et al. 2022b) and find relative
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Fig. 8. Comparison of current and previous glitches de-
caying parameters for Vela pulsar.

jumps of ∆ν/ν = 4.29497(2) × 10−6 and ∆ν̇/ν̇ =
0.0510(7), making it the largest recorded glitch for
this pulsar.

Also, on 2022 December 22, MJD=59935.1(4),
we detected a new glitch in PSR J1740−3015 that
was reported in (Zubieta et al. 2022a). We found a
relative jump of ∆ν/ν = 3.32(3) × 10−7 and plan
to continue monitoring PSR J1740−3015 to improve
the post-glitch timing solution.

(See E. Zubieta’s contribution to this volume for
other details on the glitching pulsar observations
mentioned here).

This concludes our review of the main PuMA re-
sults and we now discuss the new projects underway.

3. FUTURE PROJECTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1. Single-pulse timing

We presented the first detailed analysis of
the 2019/2020 observational campaign towards the
bright millisecond J0437−4715 using the two anten-
nas at IAR’s observatory. This data set comprises
now over three additional years of high-cadence (up
to daily) observations with both antennas, A1 and
A2. By both improving the time baseline of observa-
tions, (including the additional three years of data)
and combining it with a future single pulse analy-
sis, we may achieve up to factors 2-3 improvements
in the timing accuracy (Kerr 2015). We recall here
that one of the main results of the Vela single pulse
analysis of (Lousto et al. 2022) was the narrower na-
ture of the high amplitude pulses clusters, which,

if translated to J0437−4715, would lead to notable
timing improvements.

It is worth noting here that there are several dif-
ficulties to overcome in order to further dramati-
cally improve the timing of millisecond pulsars at
lower frequencies, among them the accurate model-
ing of the dispersion and Faraday’s rotation of the
interestellar media scaling like the inverse frequency
squared, 1/ν2, and the scattering and scintillation
scaling like 1/ν4.4. Additionally one has to account
for the time dependence of the Dispersion measure
(DM), solar wind, and the frequency evolution of the
pulsar profile.

Ongoing and future hardware upgrade of IAR’s
antennas, such as installing larger-bandwidth boards
(from the current 56MHz (Ettus10) to 400MHz
(ROACH11) ), promise to expand IAR’s observa-
tional capabilities and improve its achievable timing
precision by raising sensitivity at least by a factor 3.
Thus, with the future improvements in IAR’s anten-
nas receivers, which include a combination of broader
bandwidth and reduction of system temperature, it
will be possible to study the dynamical spectra of
single pulses for other pulsars of interest, such as the
glitching PRS J1644-4559 and J0738-4042, and the
millisecond pulsar J0437-4715 to contribute to im-
prove pulsar timing arrays data in order to detect a
stochastic gravitational waves background. We dis-
play some to the pulse properties of this primary
choice of pulsars accessible to IAR for single-pulse
studies in Table 4.

We recall here the standard formula for the ex-
pected signal-to-noise ratio (S/N; Lorimer & Kramer
2012):

S/N ∼< Smean

√
nptobsB

GTsys

√
P −W
W

, (7)

where Smean, P , and W are the mean flux den-
sity, period and equivalent width of the pulses, re-
spectively, G, B, np, and Tsys are the antenna
gain, bandwidth, number of polarizations, and sys-
tem temperature, respectively; with tobs, the ef-
fective observing time. In table 4 we used the
data from the ATNF catalogue (http://www.atnf.
csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/) to estimate a
relative S/N = S1400

√
P/W − 1 (arbitrary normal-

ization) and P0/W as a measure of the relative ex-
tension of the pulse over the period. We use the
notation PSRJ: Pulsar name based on J2000 coor-
dinates, P0: Barycentric period of the pulsar (s),

10https://www.ettus.com/all-products/

usrp-b205mini-i-board/
11https://www.digicom.org/roach-board.html

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
https://www.ettus.com/all-products/usrp-b205mini-i-board/
https://www.ettus.com/all-products/usrp-b205mini-i-board/
https://www.digicom.org/roach-board.html
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Fig. 9. Mean cluster pulses for 2021 July 22 three successive observations (roughly from 1 to 3.5 h after the glitch) with
Antenna 2 for 6 SOM clusters with VAE reconstruction. 200 (out of total 611) phase bins were taken around the mean
peak of each day to perform the single-pulse analysis on.

TABLE 4

IAR’S ACCESSIBLE PULSARS FOR SINGLE-PULSE STUDIES.

PSR P0 S1400 G W50 W10 P0/W50 P0/W10 S/N S/N

J2000 (s) (mJy) # (ms) (ms) (W50) (W10)

J0437-4715 0.005757 150.20 * 0.141 1.020 40.83299 5.644561 947.963 323.6997

J0738-4042 0.374921 112.60 * 25.000 39.000 14.99683 9.613352 421.2629 330.4643

J0835-4510 0.089328 1050.00 22 1.700 3.800 52.54611 23.50747 7538.54 4981.414

J1644-4559 0.455078 300.00 4 8.000 13.323 56.88478 34.15734 2242.684 1727.472

S1400: Mean flux density at 1400 MHz (mJy), G
(NGlt): Number of glitches observed for the pulsar,
W50: Width of pulse at 50% of peak (ms), W10:
Width of pulse at 10% (ms).

3.2. Intelligent Fast Radio Burst seaches

With thousands of good quality hours of pulsar
observations it is interesting to see if the data con-
tains also FRB (Petroff et al. 2019) signals. In par-
ticular, machine learning techniques have been de-
veloped to perform massive searches of FRB (Zhang
et al. 2018) and its classification (Connor & van
Leeuwen 2018; Wagstaff et al. 2016) using super-
vised (Luo et al. 2022) and unsupervised meth-
ods (Chen et al. 2021; Zhu-Ge et al. 2022). A
most practical implementation for fast transient clas-
sification(Agarwal et al. 2020) is the Fetch code:
https://github.com/devanshkv/fetch. Another
useful tool is the synthetic FRB generator: https://
gitlab.com/houben.ljm/frb-faker to train FRB
searches and classification. A Living Theory Cata-
logue for Fast Radio Bursts with a review of the nu-
merous existing theories to model FRBs is reported
in (Platts et al. 2019).

(For more on magnetars and FRB projects at
IAR, see also S.B. Araujo Furlan’s presentation in
this volume).

3.3. Lower frequencies observations

IAR’s Multipurpose Interferometer Array (MIA)
is the only project of its kind in South America:
a versatile low frequency interferometer (100 MHz
- 2 GHz) designed to investigate transient sources
and non-thermal cosmic radiation from the South-
ern Hemisphere. MIA will initially consists of a 16
antennas array of 5 meters in diameter each, dis-
tributed over a baseline of 50Km in order to obtain
an angular resolution of at least 1.5 seconds of arc
in the L-Band.

Regarding the use of MIA for pulsar observa-
tions, we may consider that in order for MIA to
have a collecting surface equivalent to the 30 me-
ters diameter A1 and A2 at IAR, one should have
36×5 meters MIA antennas. This number can be
reduced to about 24 dishes if they use solid slabs in-
stead of wired ones, since the former raise the gain
to about 60% from the later 40%. Another gain can
be obtained if individually optimized dedicated re-
ceivers can be used for each frequency sub-bands
0.3-1 GHz12, 1-2 GHz13, and 2-4 GHz14. Those 24

12https://www.pasternack.com/5-section-high-pass-filter-
300-mhz-1000-mhz-passband-700-mhz-pe8718-p.aspx

13https://www.pasternack.com/11-section-band-pass-
filter-1-2-ghz-passband-1000-mhz-pe87fl1012-p.aspx

14https://www.pasternack.com/11-section-band-pass-
filter-2-4-ghz-passband-2-ghz-pe87fl1013-p.aspx

https://github.com/devanshkv/fetch
https://gitlab.com/houben.ljm/frb-faker
https://gitlab.com/houben.ljm/frb-faker
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MIA antennas could be developed in three stages of
4 pre-series + 12 series + 8 additional to complete
an hexagonal pattern of two 3 by 4 sub-arrays as
displayed on top of Fig. 10. For instance, setting
those 24 MIA antennas D = 2km apart would cover
about a land region of S = 15D2 = 60km2 and a
baseline of B = 5D = 10km. This square blocks
configurations of 4 antennas allow for an interfero-
metric locking with total cancellation of phase and
amplitude. An alternative configuration, based on
the initial prototype of 3 antennas, is to place them
in equilateral triangles in an hexagonal pattern as
displayed in the bottom Fig. 10. The MIA19 with
separations of d = 2km between dishes would cover
a ground area of about S = 6

√
3d2 = 42km2 and

a radial baseline of B = 4d = 8km. The basic in-
terferometric pattern would thus be similar to that
studied for the space antenna LISA with three equi-
laterally placed spacecrafts in orbit around the sun
(Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017).

MIA16+8

|−−−− D −−−−|

|−
−

−
−

 D
 −

−
−

−
|

MIA16

MIA3+16

|−−−− d −−−−|

MIA3

Fig. 10. On top the MIA24 configuration and on bottom
an alternative MIA19 for interferometric pulsar observa-
tions.

By accessing lower frequencies, MIA would al-
low to include new glitching pulsars to our survey.
Pulsars that typically have negative spectral index
emit much more in the 400MHz band than in the

TABLE 5

MIA’S ACCESSIBLE GLITCHING PULSARS

PSR P0 S400 S1400 G S/N

J2000 (s) (mJy) (mJy) # @400

J0820-1350 1.238 102.0 6.00 2 741.4

J1602-5100 0.864 45.0 8.23 1 643.9

J1836-1008 0.563 54.0 4.80 1 458.4

J1740-3015 0.607 24.6 8.90 37 349.0

J1703-4851 1.396 22.0 1.40 1 246.9

J1835-1106 0.166 30.0 2.50 1 193.4

J1705-1906 0.299 29.0 5.66 4 172.7

J1720-1633 1.566 13.0 1.10 1 147.9

J1705-3423 0.255 31.0 5.30 3 139.6

J1328-4357 0.533 18.0 4.40 1 123.9

J0846-3533 1.116 16.0 5.00 1 121.6

J1257-1027 0.617 12.0 1.20 1 115.4

J1320-5359 0.279 18.0 2.10 2 105.6

J1757-2421 0.234 20.0 7.20 1 94.68

J0758-1528 0.682 8.2 2.60 1 78.85

J0905-5127 0.346 12.0 1.05 2 77.54

J1123-6259 0.271 11.0 0.51 1 70.79

J1803-2137 0.134 23.0 9.60 5 70.07

J0729-1836 0.510 11.2 1.90 2 66.67

J1824-2452A 0.003 40.0 2.30 1 58.54

J1141-3322 0.291 8.0 1.60 1 58.23

J1743-3150 2.415 6.6 2.10 1 47.89

J1801-2451 0.125 7.8 1.46 7 39.02

J1730-3350 0.139 9.2 4.30 3 36.81

1400MHz band we use to observe with A1 and A2.
Using the ATNF data base we can find (See Table 5)
two dozen glitching pulsars with sufficient S/N to be
observed by MIA that currently cannot be acurately
followed with A1 and A2. The angular resolution of
MIA in the configurations of Fig. 10 with B > 1km,
would beat the angular resolution of 1’ versus the
current 30’ of A1 and A2 at 1400MHz.

(See G. Gancio’s contribution to this volume for
a description of the MIA project carried out at IAR).

Let us conclude here with a quote from a most
inspiring author, Pensar es olvidar diferencias, es
generalizar, abstraer. ”To think is to forget a dif-
ference, to generalize, to abstract.”, from ’Funes the
Memorious’, Ficciones — Jorge Luis Borges (Borges
1999).
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